Grade 4 Theme 1, Story 5
“Amelia and Eleanor Go for a Ride”

LA.A.1.2.3-Vocabulary - pg. 137

1. Read this sentence from the story.

   Eleanor marveled, “It’s like sitting on top of the world!”

   What does the word *marveled* mean in this sentence?

   A. filled with stars  
      (incorrect meaning)
   B. filled with wonder  
      (correct answer)
   C. filled with fear  
      (incorrect meaning)
   D. filled with style  
      (incorrect meaning)

LA.E.2.2.1 - Cause and Effect - pg. 128

2. Why does Amelia admire Eleanor?

   A. Eleanor looks elegant in her evening gown.  
      (incorrect cause)
   B. Eleanor likes to drive “for the fun of it.”  
      (incorrect cause)
   C. Eleanor was outspoken and determined.  
      (correct answer)
   D. Eleanor was a famous aviator for many years.  
      (incorrect cause)
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L.A.E.1.2.3 - Similarities and Differences - pg. 129

3. Which word describes BOTH Amelia Earhart and Eleanor Roosevelt?
   A. dangerous
      (plausible but incorrect)
   B. difficult
      (incorrect comparison)
   C. helpful
      (incorrect comparison)
   D. adventurous
      (correct answer)

L.A.A.2.2.1 - Main Idea - pg. 133

4. What happened AFTER dinner was served at the White House but BEFORE Amelia and Eleanor went for a plane ride?
   A. Amelia offered to teach Eleanor to fly.
      (correct answer)
   B. Amelia and Eleanor went for a car ride.
      (event out of order)
   C. Amelia gave Eleanor her gift of a silk scarf.
      (event out of order)
   D. Amelia and Eleanor dressed in their elegant clothes.
      (event out of order)
This item is based on the article, “Wings of Hope.”

5. What was the author’s purpose in writing this article?

A. To encourage readers to fly in a plane.  
   (incorrect interpretation)
B. To teach readers about modern planes and their construction.  
   (incorrect interpretation)
C. To inform readers about how Challenge Air helps seriously ill children.  
   (correct answer)
D. To thrill readers with an exciting story about planes.  
   (incorrect interpretation)